Build an intranet with Intelligence

When human and artificial intelligence work together, every employee gets an assistant bot, yesterday’s intranets are superseded by intelligent workplaces that unite disparate systems, and solutions evolve as your people’s needs evolve.

LiveTiles gives teams a library of highly configurable drag and drop tools to build compelling experiences that drive communication and bring content sources together in a single pane of glass.

Accelerate your organization’s intelligent transformation with:
- Mobility: easily create mobile-friendly solutions using a responsive canvas
- Scalability: simplified templating for repeatable, predictable outcomes
- Extensibility: enable custom components and integrations via REST APIs and JavaScript frameworks

www.livetiles.nyc
Intranets and Portals
Create beautifully engaging sites on SharePoint, Office 365 and Azure.
- Drag and drop preconfigured tiles onto a responsive canvas and create modern, mobile-friendly pages
- Quickly build compelling solutions that form an API layer, pulling together legacy, current and future systems

Virtual Assistants
Boost productivity with custom bots.
- Customize your bot's capabilities, code-free, with the power of LiveTiles Bots, built on Microsoft's Bot Framework
- Easily modify complex technical concepts, such as natural language recognition, intent and parameters

Site Analytics
Design smarter with real-time analytics.
- Provides in-depth page insights and the ability to continually test and modify the UX, resulting in maintained user consumption
- Faster ROI with comprehensive analytics to confidently guide teams through UI and UX enhancements

Intelligent Directory
Manage vital employee information.
- Automate the collection of staff profile information and power effective communication and collaboration